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ABSTRACT- Human action identification is the major part of research area in computer science and its applications.  The 

main purpose of the human action identification is to find out the ongoing occurrences and their related data from captured 

video. This technique is mainly used for monitoring sick persons and many numbers of systems that is directly connected with 

the computer interface system.  Most of the real times application needs to recognize high level actions.  The human actions 

are divided into three types based on their complexity.  The first type is called as single performer actions.  Walking and 

bending are the examples of single performer actions.  The second type of human action is interaction. The interactions may 

be happened between human to human or human to object.  Punching and lift the bags are the examples of interaction type.   

The third type of human action is group events.  Dance with group members is one of the examples of group action.   The 

camera was already installed in common places.  The human action recognition is used to find the actions of the peoples to 

identify the important things.  In this proposed system is used to identify the human action by using deep motion mapping 

concept and various computing algorithms.  Finally the accuracy levels of the machine learning algorithms are compared. 
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                          I. INTRODUCTION 

Human action identification is very important in this 

computerized world.  The main objective of human action 

identification is automatically find out and succeeding events 

from unnamed video footage.  This identification is used in 

various significant applications. Detection of human activities 

is used to identify normal and abnormal event in common 

places such as bus stand, railway station, hospitals, airports 

etc.  Finding of changes in people’s performance is significant 

task in action identification.  Commonly two major action 

identification methods used are used to detect the events.  The 

first method is to identify the action by using vision concept. 

The second method is to identify the activities by using depth 

map. In vision based method the various computer based 

methods are used to identify action of the people.  The actions 

are captured by using camera or sensor devices.  But in this 

method shows high variation between actual event and 

captured event.  In the depth map method actions are 

identified by using features extracted from the images.   In 

depth images are not having the texture feature.  So it is very 

difficult to using various operations like gradients.  The 

captured images are also too noisy.  Calculating the accuracy 

level of the action recognition is tough in research point of 

view.   

 

Depth images are captured from depth cameras.  This 

camera is mostly used in animal monitoring concept.  In this 

camera depth sensors are provide the picture for pick up 

positions of the animals and find out their activity and also it 

can sense the pictures with dark level.  Depth cameras also 

used to detect the human skeleton by using depth map. This 

concept is applied in various applications like event 

identification and posture recognition. 
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This paper is arranged as; the author’s fist describes 

the literature review and explains the important characteristics 

and problems that in related works. Section 3 shows the 

proposed work and outline diagram of the system.  Section IV 

represents the results and discussion part.  Section V 

concludes the proposed system. 

                  

            II LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Vennila Megavannan et al., proposed a new method in this 

paper to identify people actions with the help of depth 

pictures.   The characteristics of the pictures are collected by 

using bounding container using hierarchical part.  Then the 

temporal data of the people action was collected from history 

of picture movements.  Using the concept of translation 

identify the characteristics of motion.  After that the pictures 

actions are classified by using SVM.  Finally the efficiency 

level will be calculated for every feature.  The end result 

shows the excellent performance when more than one features 

are integrated [1]. 

Chen Chen et al., presented a new method for identifying 

people actions.  In this paper the authors used the concept 

depth motion pictures.   The video part was projected by three 

planes.  In each view two continuous map pictures are 

combined via video.  Here collaborative classifier was applied 

with distance matrix.  This method was developed and 

executed with real data.  Finally the authors said that this 

method produce high performance compared with existing 

methods [2]. 

 

Heba Hamdy Ali a et al., says that human action identification 

by using depth Maps based  is the major task of divide depth 

arrays with exact action.   Most of the applications signify 

solutions in various areas like camera system, computerized 

application and video extracting model.  This task is very 

difficult because the video setting may be different from one 

system to another system.   In this paper the authors presented 

a proper study of latest depth map based picture presentation 

and character retrieve task.  Here they discussed about the 

condition of data and classification task.  The new identified 

method are applied in three important technique and higher 

accuracy result was collected [4].  

 

S. Sandhya Rani et al., says that in current situation the 

various types of real time applications used the human 

activities recognition.    The actual input data was collected 

from cameras from public places. The real time systems such 

as video extraction, people and robot communication and 

video coverage are mostly used the concept human activities 

recognition.  Most of the techniques concentrate on few data 

only.  This papers the authors presented a detailed survey 

about human action identification system.  The review can be 

divided into two parts.   In the fist part the authors presented 

various feature extraction concept by using classifiers.   In the 

next part explained about every strategies of the human action 

recognition system [5]. 

 

Shugang Zhang et al identified the environment is the main 

factor to change the actions of the humans. In vision based 

research the inputs are collected from camera and human-

system communication.  In this paper the authors presented 

the review about human action identification.  The important 

concept of this review was identifying action identification 

techniques and classification models.   In the classification 

approach the authors categorized the methods based on 

template concept, models of discriminative and generative [6]. 

 

Linquin Cai et al., explains about the applications of human 

activities detection.  It is used in different domains of 

computer field, pattern identification and human-system 

communication.  In this paper the authors used modified CNN 

model to identify human activities.   CNN model is one of the 

deep learning concepts. In this model initially extract the 

features of the images by using depth maps.  In this modified 

CNN model 3D inputs and 3D task recognition is used to 

improve the computing speed and decrease the level of 

complexity of identification task. The final result shows that 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Chen_Chen82?_sg%5B0%5D=BpT6ql_As5hEA0VxMCbY5oah_F3IiUb61eIVPaX0Masg1bpno6TKCrIsTp5xkqTPkLefoN4.hkidVDAeuZSHr-HKcft4ZgPxaJ_H_d2XsiRL12Wcgu38LGdZWiInpGme7lnMBKVU404GCXXfRGqco0_n9-U8oQ&_sg%5B1%5D=RiAD3gsRUtyTQS4rm0ZNoWoWZ3wwJ7RfO7rjLUh6t748wh43qtpKcH-k2b2TUgwmh9NL5pM.8p5xQO1PaaQCrUv_WD9p4Nrc_eg4KXa4fKQ5sUftzn7aqiaf-IsJc3BzVD5WFXVHChiV8ScmwcsKztJ1IOmmYw
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this modified algorithm produce better result compare with 

other techniques [7]. 

 

Weiyao Xu et al., said that various sensors are provide the new 

chance for people activities by issuing image depth data. In 

this paper the authors proposed a new method for people 

activities detection using sampling method.   Initially select 

sampling method was applied on the given data.  Next static 

sampling method was used to find the sequences.  Finally 

block based method is used to collect features from multilevel 

sampling. Then machine learning classifiers are applied the 

data set.  The final result shows the performance of the 

proposed method with existing approaches [8]. 

 

Pichao Wang et al., said that in current situation deep learning 

approaches are mainly used in different domains.  In this a 

new architecture was proposed to human activity 

identification.  This architecture is called as Hierarchical 

deepness action Maps plus 3 direct Deep Convolutional 

Neural Networks. In this architecture unique depth 

information can be used. In the next stage extract the shape of 

the body and movement data.  Finally the three planes are 

displayed separately [9]. 

 

Chen Chen et al presented efficient spatiotemporal used in 

human activity identification from video footage.  In this 

proposed method the entire process can be divided into three 

parts. In the first part DMMs can be generated using captured 

pictures and motion.   In the second part LBP was developed 

to identify the rotation of the image.  In the last part apply 

various machine learning classifiers are applied to calculate 

the accuracy [10]. 

 

Enea Cippitelli et al., says that in surveillance, behavioral data 

analysis and the safety purposes the human action 

identification systems are used.  In this research work the 

authors made a survey of video analysis using deep signal 

activity method.[11]. 

 

III PROPOSED METHOD  

Human action identification is used in various places.  

The input data is collected from the cameras.  The cameras are 

already installed in common places like railway station, bus 

stand, hospitals etc.   The following fig1 shows that the flow 

diagram of proposed system 

 

                Figure 1 Outline of Proposed system 

Here the task are divided into various steps.   Initially 

the data is collected from the camera.  After that the captured 

images are normalized by using depth value.  In this 

normalization task two threshold data values are used in all 

activates.  The following figure 2 shows the initial image from 

the camera and the equivalent normalized picture. 

 

Figure 2   (a) Original Image          (b) Normalized Image 

After the normalization the process, to delete the 

background by using depth picture.  Here to find out silhouette 

image  threhold values are used.  Silhouette removal discovery 

and abolition of the surroundings using 2D RGB  image was 

tedious task.  Using depth picture the background portion of 

the image can be deleted easily.  The threshold values are used 

to easily divide the background values. Finally silhouette of 

the depth picture can be created. 
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Here  i,j  represents  row and column value of the  

pixel and  t is the time value of temporal frames, ζ  represents  

threshold  value D′ is the depth image  finally  D is the 

silhouette image from the original image. 

 

(i,j)  specifies row and column value of the  pixel 

location, t represents time value, mask B  represent as the 

binary silhouette image D is the silhouette of the depth image. 

The following Figure 3 shows the binary (B) and depth (D) 

silhouettes images.   

 

In this proposed method the motion of the image is 

specified from history of an image.   The motion history 

represents how long the image is moving.   Average Depth 

picture to cover the movement in 3D ( Z  value).  

 

IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

In this proposed system the images are captured from 

cameras.   Then find out the depth normalization image.  After 

that using threshold value generate Silhouette image from the 

normalized image. Finally the features of the images are 

extracted by using SVM approach.  This section discuss about 

the database development, experimental arrangement and the 

output generate by SVM classifier concept. The following 

figure 4 (a-c) represents RGB images stored in the database 

and 

(d-f) represents the equivalent depth pictures. 

 

Fig 5 Some of the actions considered in our database 

(a) –(c) RGB images 

Of bend, Swim, Kick (d) – (f) Corresponding Depth images 

 

In this proposed system the database created by using 

Kinect. The RGB and original images are stored at the speed 

of 30 frames per second.  The activities are collected 3 times 

and 350 to 400 frames of original pictures shows each activity  

per subject.  The training set data contains the feature vectors 

of all the activities of all the pictures except one image. Here 

SVM classifier is used to classify the activities. The following 

table 1 shows the accuracy level. The accuracy level of Hu 

moments and hierarchical bounding box (HBB) can be 

displayed on the table. 

 

 

                  Table 1 Accuracy Level 
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The data will be classified by using various machine 

level classifiers.  The accuracy levels of the machine learning 

algorithms are shown in below. 

 

Figure 6 Accuracy of Various ML Algorithms. 

 

The analysis show that 3D CNN machine learning concept 

provide better result compared with other machine learning 

concepts.  

 

V CONCLUSION 

 

In this proposed system human activities 

identification system using direct map concept.  The original 

data is collected from camera. The cameras are already fixed 

in common places like bus stand, railway station etc.   Initially 

the collected images from camera and convert to normalized 

images.   Then Silhouette images are created and identify the 

action from the images.   Finally the action images are given 

to input of machine learning algorithm.  The accuracy levels 

of the machine learning algorithms are analyzed.   This system 

is mainly used to identify the unusual conditions in the 

common locations   
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